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ARCHITECTURAL INTENTIONS

The large yard of an existing row house transforms into a “weekend house”.

The long and narrow site is ideal for the construction of a perspectival sequence 
of four equal rooms. 
The new building follows a sequence of spaces of 4 rooms with different con-
tent.

The sequence of spaces organizes the following main rooms:  : 
yard, swimming pool, living room, garden



CHARACTERISTICS

1st room: Outdoor space- courtyard with sliding glass roof.

2nd room: Space of relaxation- swimming pool with sliding glass roof.

3rd room: Everyday space- living room with stable roof.

4th room: Space of rest - garden with mirrors on the one wall.



TECHNIQUES-SPACE FORMATION

Central openings in the wall unify all the different spaces.

Double walls made by bricks allowing functions such as : sliding glass doors, 
double door, fireplace between the walls.

Sliding glass roof which enforces the flexibility of the construction.

Every single one room becomes special via its specific furniture.
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MODEL-DIAGRAM

functions

Adaptability of the 
spaces according to 
the needs of the user.



PROGRAM-HUMAN SCALE

The space is limited so the movement of a 
human is restricted to a main axis, which crosses 
the building from the one side to the other. The 
spaces are designed in a way so the greatest 
functionality possible is succeeded. This means 
that in some spaces a human slightly ts.

In contrast with the limitation of dimensions that 
was an issue in the plan of the building, the 
interior height of the construction is almost 
double of the height of an average human, since 
there was no factor to limit it.

     Closed space
     Open space
     Semi-closed space

1. Parking Lot 
2. Existing construction
3. Outdoor Space a’
4. Outdoor Space b’
5. Private Space of Test
6. Outdoor Garden



Plan of the residence pointing the public and 
the private spaces

PUBLIC-PRIVATE RELATION

1 Reform of the furniture
2 Different boundaries (walls)
3 Sliding doors

The traditional private residences in Belgium are 
open in the inside but closed on the outside. The 
long and narrow sites are usually next to each oth-
er.Their main architectural element is the taht sepa-
rates the outside and the inside, as well as the 
perimeter that dene the ground

Interior sliding open doors
*interaction between the interior spaces
*connection of the interior yards with closed spaces 

Interior sliding closed doors
*isolated spaces
*formation-use of the space according to the furniture



THE MATERIALS OF THE CONSTRUCTION

Concrete: it was used in 
the already exisng con-
strucon, and in places of 
the residence such as the 
stable Ping-Pong, the 
swimming pool and the 
bench that is placed in the 
back back yard.  

Glass: It is used in the whole 
area of the roof.

Metal: The skeleton of the 
roof, the panels used for 
sun-protecon and the 
canopy of the shower in the 
area of the swimming pool 
are all made of metal.

Parking Lot Space 1 Space 2 Space 3 Outdoor garden

Brick: All the surrounding 
walls, including the interior 
and the exterior walls, are 
made of brick.

Wood: it is used in 
the interior divider of 
the bedroom.
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